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Follow-up to the brand new York Occasions bestseller Spy Secrets THAT MAY Save Your Life--revealing
high-stakes methods and survival secrets from real intelligence officers in life-or-death circumstances
around the worldEveryone loves an excellent spy story, but the majority of the kinds we hear are fictional.
That's as the most dangerous and important spycraft is done in secret, often hidden in plain sight. In this
powerful new book, bestselling author and former CIA officer Jason Hanson takes the reader deep in the
world of espionage, revealing true stories and expert tactics from real agents engaged in life-threatening
missions all over the world.Weapons of Mass Influence"Survive Just like a Spy With breathtaking accounts
of spy missions in Eastern European countries, the center East, Asia, and somewhere else, the book reveals
how to: * Achieve mental sharpness to be equipped for anything * Escape if taken hostage * Set up a
perfect secure site * Assume a artificial identity and help you stay safe when you need it most. * Grasp
the "will keep you on the edge of your seat – to recruit others, build rapport, and make allies if you want
them most With real-life spy drama that reads such as a novel paired with professional practical
techniques,
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It was amazing how much more conscious i was and how much safer and more confident I feel. Even
thought the writer says the episodes had been highly edited to move CIA approval so no classified
information was compromised, I found myself often wanting to know how they ever got aside with
disclosing most of the things they did. Read the spy secrets that may save your lifestyle and desired
something more advanced. In "Survive Like aSpy", the stories and situations used to teach the techniques
are why we secretly love to imagine about the globe of espionage. "Survive Like aSpy" is the ideal companion.
I'm especially thinking about stuff like tactical pens (under no circumstances heard of them til the first
publication) that I could travel with and can provide me a fighting chance if I can't avoid a confrontation
and have to combat my way out. I also make an effort to involve my wife in some of the key lessons;
When the results came up positive, she asked a store manager to escort her to her car. I also offered her
a tactical pen to transport when running so she's a defensive tool.These books are really worth it to truly
get you thinking and remain out of trouble. Go ahead, read them! This stuff works, in the real world.I just
bought your book, shouldn't that info maintain THE BOOK? Jason has helped me to develop a better feeling
of my environment, also to be ready for less than ideal encounters.After purchasing his first book my wife
had an uncomfortable encounter in a mall. Like one story in the publication, she phoned me merely to have
someone to talk to on the telephone., although others could be somewhat exotic. she actually is not really
wired to be as tactically aware as I are usually, however when we travel jointly I inform her we have been
doing X rather than Y, because Y could put us in danger, and here's Y. Not bad It's ok but the first
publication was much much better.. Nevertheless, acting proactively gave her a terrific boost of
confidence..” The “spy” angle is greater than a gimmick but adds an element of easy and enjoyable reading.
And while this book is less densely filled with “how-to’s” than some books, the fascinating accounts of CIA
operations again and again illustrate the thinking patterns you have to develop to be able to learn to be
versatile in giving an answer to life’s more threatening curve balls, and to “adapt, improvise, and overcome.”
I have followed him about four years from before his appearance on Shark Tank.You may not live the life
span of a spy, I sure don't, but these details might just give you the edge you should "survive such as a
spy". His purpose stated in the launch of this book is to give a look into the world of “spy craft” by
providing detailed true stories of the functions of his former CIA associations while using these to
illustrate or in introduce additional safety skills building on the first book, “Spy Secrets That Can Change
YOUR DAILY LIFE,” which you should buy with this reserve and read first in case you have not currently
to essentially benefit this book as it often further develops safety practices or insights introduced for the
reason that book. Spellbinding spy stories with a “moral” This is the second volume of self-protection and
survival skills books by former CIA agent Jason Hanson and third of his safety books to play off of his
background as a “spy.” This is not something it is possible to just train in a didactive narrative. Frankly, I
would buy this book simply for the spell-binding spy-stories which frequently remaining me skipping the
breaks to elucidate the basic safety and self-protection skills or personal qualities obvious in an episode
because I possibly could not really wait to observe What happened next in the CIA procedure. I travel a
lot on business. As to the security and safety information, I have studied heavily in this field since
Hurricane Katrina showed me how easily the worst can occur and I wanted to prepare yourself, and I've
found that Jason Hanson’s information and products are never just a total rehash of various other
material I can find on the web. minimal info covered in B-movie spy non-sense First & worst were the
numerous advertisements for his websites & Exactly like Jason's previous book Just like Jason's previous
reserve, and all his particular reports/articles/product testimonials, this book is quite well written,
engaging, and full of useful details. For ex: you need to gather info, for details on what you need, go to
www. Keep up the nice work Jason. I travel a lot for work so I'm frequently out of my zone of
familiarity. I did so go to among the sites & it set off every mal-ware alert on my system. Hey, spy-man,
ever hear the phrase "website security"? The others of it's the cliff notes edition of social engineering

wrapped up in faux-dossier schtick. products. There are also numerous resources listed within the
publication, where you can go for free tools and info from Jason's firm. If indeed they kept their internet
site frequently updated with this type of useful information, I'd consider joining Personal Security Alliance
again.Full disclosure: I am receiving 2 free of charge tactical pens in response to my review, but We
honestly did love scanning this book. "Survive Like aSpy" is the perfect companion If you haven't read
Jason Hanson's first publication "Spy Secrets that may SAVE YOUR VALUABLE Life" add that certain to
your cart too! A lot more importantly, the knowledge that Jason passes on can help me prevent
confrontations and also have situational awareness to keep me out of difficulty..Learn to avoid difficulty
and gain peace of mind I read Jason Hanson's first reserve and was eager to see the follow-on book. I
want to be mentally ready just in case, one of this period, I face a threat and can respond smartly. The
application to me, as the average citizen, are the the reward to the reader. They love it too! I purchased
both books for my Dad, Father-in-laws, and brothers. The situational tales make it an easy task to
remember how so when to apply the methods taught. Cash well spent. Along the way house she ran another
SDR, driving to a restaurant for latte and driving to a greeting cards shop; This book refers too much to
missions which are truthfully not that interesting. Good material Good book Great book. I go at least one
time a season internationally and about 20 times a calendar year to domestic locations... This is the perfect
book to continue off of the previous one.whatever. Download issues I Pre-ordered this ebook back in
February and just understood it never downloaded in March as it was likely to. Still can't order it without
spending money on it twice. A fun hypothetical mental exercise This book is less helpful information on
surviving like a real spy in real spy situations, and more a assortment of fun/interesting stories about
actual spy experiences (at least the ones they can reveal. no unusual activity. Thank you Jason!). Regular
people don't end up in situations to do any of this, and this publication wouldn't be remotely sufficient to
prepare them for those situations even if they did. It seemed to me there are some nuggets of
information that a lot of readers could pick up along the way that may help them out every once in awhile,
but it isn't an instructions or DIY spy package. That being said, it is kind of a great stroll and hypothetical
mental workout, then one that sparks the creativity about what we may do if we had been for the reason
that situation. If nothing else, it's a tiny little glimpse in to the world of true to life spies, and that made
it fun. The sequel to spy secrets that could save your life. Sure! Just don't be prepared to be the next
James Bond after you're done. The sequel to "Spy serers that ould save your life". Is it well worth a read?
This reserve contains interesting "true" tales and safety information. Like his previous book Like his
previous publication, this gives plenty of insight on how best to remain safe with many examples, some of
which might be pertinent to your daily life. I examine and applied the methods taught in Jasons 1st book. I
suggested that she run a SDR in the store, just like we'd learned from Jason and practiced. I examine
some mystery novels and and his accounts allow me a fresh perspective and probably a more realistic
evaluation re those stories. I will be implementing some of his suggestions. Thanks, Jason
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